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IntroductionIntroduction

Mammography is the gold standard for detection of breastMammography is the gold standard for detection of breast
cancer. Early detection of breast cancer is directlycancer. Early detection of breast cancer is directly
related to the mammographerrelated to the mammographer’’s ability to detects ability to detect
abnormalities visible only on highabnormalities visible only on high--quality mammograms.quality mammograms.

Artifacts on mammograms reduce image quality and mayArtifacts on mammograms reduce image quality and may
present clinical and technical difficulties for thepresent clinical and technical difficulties for the
mammographer, mammography technologist, medicalmammographer, mammography technologist, medical
physicist, and for equipment service personnel.physicist, and for equipment service personnel.

Recognizing artifacts improves the quality ofRecognizing artifacts improves the quality of
mammographic interpretation and preventsmammographic interpretation and prevents
characterization of artifacts as real breast pathology.characterization of artifacts as real breast pathology.



Artifacts in digital mammographyArtifacts in digital mammography

�� Detector based artifactsDetector based artifacts

�� Machine based artifactsMachine based artifacts

�� Patient related artifactsPatient related artifacts

�� Processing and storage artifactsProcessing and storage artifacts



Detector based artifactsDetector based artifacts

�� Dead PixelsDead Pixels

�� Dead or unread linesDead or unread lines

�� NonNon--uniformitiesuniformities

�� GhostingGhosting



�� Dead pixel groupDead pixel group
projecting over anprojecting over an
implant.implant.



�� The same deadThe same dead
pixel group seen inpixel group seen in
a standard LCCa standard LCC
view.view.

�� Individual deadIndividual dead
pixels are mappedpixels are mapped
out by the serviceout by the service
engineer.engineer.



Detector failureDetector failure

�� As a detector gets damaged by exposure to radiation,As a detector gets damaged by exposure to radiation,
pixels begin to be damaged and no longer operatepixels begin to be damaged and no longer operate
properly. The following images show a detector at theproperly. The following images show a detector at the
end of its useful life. Note the many dead pixels and howend of its useful life. Note the many dead pixels and how
they look like small scattered calcifications. Subsequentthey look like small scattered calcifications. Subsequent
testing using a flat field phantom and the ACRtesting using a flat field phantom and the ACR
accreditation phantom showed the damage to theaccreditation phantom showed the damage to the
detector. This detector was replaced.detector. This detector was replaced.



�� FFDM detectorFFDM detector
failure showing largefailure showing large
numbers of misreadnumbers of misread
or dead pixels.or dead pixels.
These can look likeThese can look like
clusters of microclusters of micro--
calcificationscalcifications



�� Flat field image of aFlat field image of a
detector as it starts todetector as it starts to
fail. Note the whitefail. Note the white
band of dead pixels.band of dead pixels.



�� MagnificationMagnification
image of the ACRimage of the ACR
AccreditationAccreditation
phantom on aphantom on a
detector as it startsdetector as it starts
to fail. Note theto fail. Note the
white band of deadwhite band of dead
pixels.pixels.

�� This room wasThis room was
taken out oftaken out of
serviceservice
immediately andimmediately and
the detectorthe detector
replaced within areplaced within a
couple of dayscouple of days



Dead lines or misread linesDead lines or misread lines

�� Technologist took image and noted an artifactTechnologist took image and noted an artifact

�� Continued with examContinued with exam

�� Artifact disappeared on next imageArtifact disappeared on next image

�� Retake of same projection was satisfactoryRetake of same projection was satisfactory

�� Determined that gate line did not turn onDetermined that gate line did not turn on



�� Failure of a line toFailure of a line to
read out during readread out during read
out of the detector.out of the detector.

�� System correctedSystem corrected
itself on repeatitself on repeat
exposure.exposure.

a b



Other Detector Artifacts

� Small dark spot
� Determined to be from detector
� Cannot be calibrated out
� Detector was replaced





Ghost Image

� Selenium detector technology had
ghosting problems

� Temperature of detector plays large part
� Ensure that detector is at proper

temperature to prevent ghosting



Ghost of the previousGhost of the previous
MLO image is visible onMLO image is visible on
this RLMthis RLM..

This ghost image wasThis ghost image was
cause by incorrectcause by incorrect
detector temperature.detector temperature.
Allowing the detector toAllowing the detector to
warm up properlywarm up properly
cleared the problem.cleared the problem.



Machine Based ArtifactsMachine Based Artifacts

Machine based artifacts are those artifacts that are relatedMachine based artifacts are those artifacts that are related
to components on the gantry but not part of the detector.to components on the gantry but not part of the detector.
Most of these artifacts come from dirt or dust on theMost of these artifacts come from dirt or dust on the
compression paddle or problems with the tube filtrationcompression paddle or problems with the tube filtration
and the grid.and the grid.

With digital systems, technique can also play a role in theWith digital systems, technique can also play a role in the
look of the image. The image may process well and havelook of the image. The image may process well and have
the correct contrast and grey scale. But improperthe correct contrast and grey scale. But improper
technique may cause high noise which may obscuretechnique may cause high noise which may obscure
small objects that need to be seen.small objects that need to be seen.



Dust or Dirt on Compression PaddleDust or Dirt on Compression Paddle

�� Dust or dirt on the compression paddle may mimicDust or dirt on the compression paddle may mimic
calcifications or masses. Look for an artifact that is seencalcifications or masses. Look for an artifact that is seen
on two different images but in the same area of theon two different images but in the same area of the
detector (flipped and rotated). Through cleaning of thedetector (flipped and rotated). Through cleaning of the
compression paddles at least weekly will prevent thiscompression paddles at least weekly will prevent this
type of artifacttype of artifact



Zoom Zoom

RMLO RLM



� Edge of the
compression
paddle seen on the
image.

� The compression
paddle needed to
be realigned so
that its shadow
was not longer
visible along the
chest wall edge of
the image

� Check all paddles
on during annual
testing



Technique ProblemsTechnique Problems

�� Clearly visible calcification seen through a hematoma onClearly visible calcification seen through a hematoma on
a standard LCCa standard LCC

�� Noise on the LMCC image obscures the calcification.Noise on the LMCC image obscures the calcification.
This image should be repeated at a higher kVp and withThis image should be repeated at a higher kVp and with
an exposure compensation of at least 2.an exposure compensation of at least 2.



LCC

Calcification



�� Gridlines on image.Gridlines on image.
These gridlines wereThese gridlines were
caused by having thecaused by having the
grid speed setgrid speed set
incorrectly. Thisincorrectly. This
caused the grid to becaused the grid to be
stopped during thestopped during the
exposure, leaving theexposure, leaving the
grid shadow on thegrid shadow on the
image (cross hatchimage (cross hatch
pattern in the region ofpattern in the region of
the clip marker).the clip marker).



Patient Related ArtifactsPatient Related Artifacts

�� There are many different types of patient relatedThere are many different types of patient related
artifacts. The most common artifact is patient motion.artifacts. The most common artifact is patient motion.
Other types of artifacts include hair, gowns or otherOther types of artifacts include hair, gowns or other
foreign objects laid over the breast during imaging. Atforeign objects laid over the breast during imaging. At
other times the technologist may not notice that theother times the technologist may not notice that the
patient has placed a hand on the breast support plate orpatient has placed a hand on the breast support plate or
compression paddle or that there are other foreigncompression paddle or that there are other foreign
objects in the image field.objects in the image field.



�� Blurring of the image due to patient motion. TheBlurring of the image due to patient motion. The
edge of the clips have a definite shadowedge of the clips have a definite shadow

�� Repeat of the image without patient motionRepeat of the image without patient motion
shows the clips in focusshows the clips in focus



Blurred
edge
on clips

Figure 10a



Sharp
well
defined
clip edges



�� Tape on the breast. This can cause anatomy to beTape on the breast. This can cause anatomy to be
obscured on the image.obscured on the image.



�� Pathology other thanPathology other than
cancer can be ancancer can be an
artifact also. Here aartifact also. Here a
patient has a yeastpatient has a yeast
infection with coarse,infection with coarse,
flaky skin that mimicsflaky skin that mimics
calcifications on thecalcifications on the
initial study.initial study.



�� Imaging of theImaging of the
patient a monthpatient a month
later after thelater after the
condition hascondition has
cleared. Thecleared. The
““calcificationscalcifications””
are no longerare no longer
visible.visible.



� Patient with a port
for a central line.

� Note the dark halo
surrounding the port.
This is a common
processing artifact.



�� Eye glasses in imageEye glasses in image
fieldfield



�� Ear and earring inEar and earring in
image field on LCCimage field on LCC



�� Free siliconeFree silicone
injections obscureinjections obscure
pathologypathology



�� Scar marker with theScar marker with the
tape used to hold ittape used to hold it
on the patient clearlyon the patient clearly
visible.visible.



ProcessingProcessing and Storage Artifactsand Storage Artifacts

�� Processing artifacts are those artifacts caused by theProcessing artifacts are those artifacts caused by the
inability of the processing algorithm to be able toinability of the processing algorithm to be able to
compensate for differences in exposure across thecompensate for differences in exposure across the
detector.detector.

�� Storage artifacts are caused when the PACS systemStorage artifacts are caused when the PACS system
does not properly reconstruct the image for display ordoes not properly reconstruct the image for display or
does not properly interpret the DICOM headerdoes not properly interpret the DICOM header
information stored with the image, giving improperinformation stored with the image, giving improper
display parameters.display parameters.



�� Figure 18: DetectorFigure 18: Detector
interface line on aninterface line on an
irradiated breast.irradiated breast.
This is caused by aThis is caused by a
slight difference inslight difference in
calibration of the twocalibration of the two
halves of thehalves of the
detector.detector.

Detector interface line,
where the two sides of
the image are stitched
together.



�� The following two images show what happensThe following two images show what happens
when the skin line processing parameter is setwhen the skin line processing parameter is set
incorrectly. The undersized breast is displayedincorrectly. The undersized breast is displayed
with a grey halo around it due to failure of thewith a grey halo around it due to failure of the
skin line to be processed and displayed correctly.skin line to be processed and displayed correctly.



Figure 19a Figure 19b



Inversion of pixel data on the nipple marker. NippleInversion of pixel data on the nipple marker. Nipple
marker should appear bright on the image. Here themarker should appear bright on the image. Here the
marker has been made dark by the skin line processingmarker has been made dark by the skin line processing
algorithmalgorithm



� Pixel drop out on a clip on a spot view. This is caused by
the effect of the spot paddle on the image processing
algorithm.



� Reconstruction
artifact caused by
PACS and incorrect
storage of the
frequency coefficients
for this image.

� This image cannot be
recovered from the
PACS system. It
needed to be deleted
and resent.

� It is important that the
technologist check the
images sent to PACS
after the completion of
the study.
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